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Vampire Navy SEALs, shifters, hot heroes, suspense,
and romance – Welcome to the supernatural world
where vampires are born, not made. Join Jo Mason as
she fights to save humanity alongside the smoking hot
Vampire Navy SEAL Webb London and his team of
vampires. The series is full of action-packed scenes,
intrigue, and a slow-burn romance with a guaranteed
happily ever after. This is an upper young adult/new
adult vampire romance box set. The boxset contains
over 1500 pages of non-stop action in this paranormal
romance collection. Books in this bundle: Book One: On
the Edge of Humanity Dragged into the principal’s office
at my latest loathsome school, I meet the darkly
appealing Webb London. My world as I know it implodes.
Part of a secret Navy SEAL team of natural-born
vampires, Webb reveals an evil cartel has abducted my
twin brother Sam to claim an agent in his blood. But what
flows through his veins runs through mine as well. A
dormant gene, if activated, is all it will take to transform
me into a vampire. Now, that could be my only hope to
save Sam. Time is running out, and the stakes couldn’t
be higher. His life, or my humanity? One way or another,
nothing will ever be the same. Book Two: On the Edge of
Eternity A human boy wants to date me. Another wants
to kill me. And a Navy SEAL vampire keeps sending me
mixed messages. Yet as I adjust to my novel powers and
battle to restrain my vampiric urges, an enemy is closing
in. Book Three: On the Edge of Destiny I’m days away
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from standing trial for the death of my nemesis. My next
home could be a cold dark cell in a vampire prison, and
my DNA is the secret ingredient my enemy needs to
build an army of vampires. But nothing can faze me. I
have an expert lawyer on my case. The facts are
indisputable. My powers are lethal and stronger to
combat my enemy, and my relationship with the smoking
hot Vampire Navy SEAL, Webb London, is thriving. Until
the nightmares begin. Book Four: On the Edge of Misery
My dreams warned me of the danger coming for Webb.
There’s a chance they could lead me to him. If I only
could fall into a restful sleep that now eludes me. The
stress is taking its toll on my body and powers until the
phone rings. They say they’ll trade my life for his. Warn
me that I must come alone. With the watchful eyes of my
father and brother, it will be next to impossible to escape.
Still, I will stop at nothing to save the man I love. Book
Five: On the Edge of Infinity War is coming. I’ve
dreamed of it. I feel it deep down in my bones. It’s
pulsing with a sinister strength deadlier than anything
I’ve faced before. It’s time to take a stand. To rise up
against my adversaries who want me dead or enslaved. I
want a family, an ordinary life, and that fable happy
ending with my one true love, Webb. Now, I can only
pray we both make it out alive. Praise for the series: "A
FANTASTIC series that I was sucked into and binge
read the five-book collection!!! The characters are really
well written, with a lot of growth as the series progresses.
Characters are fleshed out and you begin to understand
their motivations and thinking. Friends, Family and
Romance among these Vampire Navy Seals!"
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BookDragonGirl “Although character driven, the action
and suspense keep you turning the pages wanting to see
what will happen. I was so pulled in that I was completely
oblivious to what was going on around me. There are
shocks and surprises that really shake things up and my
jaw would practically hit the floor!” Goodreads Reviewer
“If you enjoy paranormal romance, military romance,
suspense, action, surprises, plot twists and lots of
amazing characters…then this is a FANTASTIC series
that I’d highly recommend you check out!!” Goodreads
Reviewer “These books are for anyone who likes
Vampire paranormal stories. They are well written you
can lose yourself in these books. You can imagine what
each character looks like. They are well worth a read. I
am disappointed I have finished them. Ten out of Ten.”
Goodreads Reviewer "I am a huge fan of both YA and
Supernatural reads, especially ones that are able to set
themselves apart from the rest, and this one takes the
cake." Goodreads Reviewer ?Topics: vampire love story,
vampire romance, paranormal romance novels,
paranormal romance vampires, supernatural,
supernatural romance books, supernatural romance,
urban fantasy, alpha vampire hero, military romance,
navy seal romance, vampire romance series, coming of
age, teen vampire romance, young adult vampire
romance, romance bundle, boxset box set,
What happens when the man you love is now a
stranger?Lydia Hildalgo has been engaged to Clint
Archer for five years. He'd been the love of her life since
he'd carried her on his back out of the Mexican jungle.
She knew the risk of loving a Navy SEAL, and she'd
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been happy to take it. After a harrowing mission, Clint
wakes up with no memory of what happened, and a
brain that doesn't feel like his own, he doesn't know what
to do, or who to turn to. When one of his teammates
needs his brand of help, he can't turn him down, but he
doesn't know if he's the same man he once was. With his
mood swings, can he be trusted to do the job? And what
about Lydia? What happens when the man she loved
with all her heart, is not who he once was? Is there any
way that they can find a way back to one another and
finally create the future of their dreams? This is a standalone, but having read book two, Her Loyal SEAL, Lydia
and Clint's first story in the Midnight Delta series, will
enhance your enjoyment.
Harlequin Intrigue brings you three new titles at a great
value, available now! Enjoy these suspenseful reads
packed with edge-of-your-seat intrigue and fearless
romance. FIVE WAYS TO SURRENDER Mission: Six by
Elle James Navy SEAL Jake Schuler rescues Alexandria
Parker, a teacher, from a group of terrorists in Niger. Will
their teamwork be enough to save the other captives?
DELTA FORCE DADDY Red, White and Built: Pumped
Up by Carol Ericson Delta Force lieutenant Asher Knight
has amnesia after a botched mission. When Paige
Sterling claims she’s his fiancée, he starts questioning
everything around him, including whether the doctors at
the rehabilitation center are helping him recover—or
keeping him from remembering his past. WYOMING
CHRISTMAS RANSOM Carsons & Delaneys by Nicole
Helm Coroner Gracie Delaney has never believed Will
Cooper’s theory that the car accident that killed his wife
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two years ago was actually a murder. When Will’s car is
tampered with, causing a near-fatal crash, Gracie must
accept that Will may be right. If so, a seasoned killer is
now targeting Will. Look for Harlequin Intrigue’s
December 2018 Box Set 1 of 2, filled with even more
edge-of-your seat romantic suspense! Look for 6
compelling new stories every month from Harlequin®
Intrigue! Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE
books and more. Earn points for all your Harlequin
purchases from wherever you shop.
In SEAL Team Six 2, the team is thrust into the lawless
chaos of Libya in the throes of civil war. Their mission is
to find and retrieve a Chinese national held within a
Gaddafi stronghold deep inside the embattled city of
Sirte. The mission is of vital importance if US military and
intelligence forces hope to stem the tide of weapons
flowing from within the crippled regime. The team is short
two men and the planning is hasty. But Manny, Heath,
Chili and Flame are willing to jump into the fire, face
impossible odds and battle enemies from within and
without to protect the Homeland. If they’re captured
alive, there’s no rescue and no release. If they fail, then
deadly ordnance falls into the hands of America’s
enemies. It’s a race against the clock as an entire nation
falls into the barbaric aftermath of the Gaddafi regime
where bloodthirsty rebel bands search for weapons, loot
and revenge. The SEALs’ mission will bring them to the
flashpoint of the revolution as they travel across the freefire zone of Libya with no one to rely on for their survival
but themselves.
The Executive SeriesExecutive Actions, Executive
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Treason, and Executive CommandDiversion Books
Harlequin Intrigue brings you three new titles at a great value,
available now! Enjoy these suspenseful reads packed with
edge-of-your-seat intrigue and fearless romance.
RECKONINGS The Battling McGuire Boys by Cynthia Eden
Dr. Jamie Myers has hired fierce ex-SEAL Davis McGuire for
protection from her dark past, but she didn’t anticipate just
how close she would get to her new bodyguard—because
Davis is determined to protect Jamie both day…and night.
NAVY SEAL SPY Brothers in Arms: Retribution by Carol
Ericson Fresh out of the navy, Liam McCabe’s first mission is
straightforward—infiltrate then expose the criminal
organization Tempest. But then he runs into Katie O’Keefe.
Now he’s engaged in a high-stakes game of espionage with
the one woman who can blow his cover. THE AGENT’S
REDEMPTION Special Agents at the Altar by Lisa Childs
When The Bride Butcher strikes again, FBI agent Jared Bell
will stop at nothing to bring closure to the case—including
staging an engagement with Rebecca Drummond, the first
victim’s sister, to lure the madman into a trap… Look for
Harlequin Intrigue’s October 2015 Box set 2 of 2, filled with
even more edge-of-your seat romantic suspense! Look for 6
compelling new stories every month from Harlequin® Intrigue!
Close Protection (CP) is renowned for its excellence in
providing top level protection to many levels of society. The
fact that CP is being used in the first place means that there
is a real risk to the person being protected. Providing the right
calibre of individual or team is ecessary to ensure that the
correct concentric level(s) of security is measurable to the
threat. This book is aimed at those who aspire to be
managers, team leaders or supervisors with the responsibility
of recruitment and selection of a team. Having a CP licence is
merely the first step...
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Entrepreneur Jesse Itzler chronicles his month of living and
extreme fitness training with a Navy SEAL in the New York
Times and #1 LA Times bestseller LIVING WITH A SEAL,
now with two bonus chapters. Entrepreneur Jesse Itzler will
try almost anything. His life is about being bold and risky. So
when Jesse felt himself drifting on autopilot, he hired a rather
unconventional trainer to live with him for a month-an
accomplished Navy SEAL widely considered to be "the
toughest man on the planet"! LIVING WITH A SEAL is like a
buddy movie if it starred the Fresh Prince of Bel- Air...and
Rambo. Jesse is about as easy-going as you can get. SEAL
is...not. Jesse and SEAL's escapades soon produce a great
friendship, and Jesse gains much more than muscle. At turns
hilarious and inspiring, LIVING WITH A SEAL ultimately
shows you the benefits of stepping out of your comfort zone.
Joining a canine-assisted SEAL team for a special ops
mission, Cadet Jack Walker is shocked to learn that the team
battles supernatural threats and is attempting to stop an
ancient cult's plot that is endangering the entire world. By the
award-winning author of Empire of Salt. 35,000 first printing.
Each issue includes section: Notes on recent Missouri cases.

Harlequin® Superromance brings you a collection of four
new novels, available now! Experience powerful
relationships that deliver a strong emotional punch and a
guaranteed happily ever after. This Superromance box
set includes: UNDERCOVER IN GLIMMER CREEK
Poppy Gold Stories by Julianna Morris Gabe McKinley
wants one thing: to find the spy who’s threatening his
brother’s business, even if that means going undercover
at a resort. The manager, Tessa Connor, may intrigue
him, but as a former navy SEAL, Gabe’s seen too much
ugliness to take a chance on love. Until the investigation
puts Tessa in danger… Now Gabe has more to lose than
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ever. HOME FREE Sierra Legacy by Claire McEwen Ten
years ago Arch Hoffman rejected the life of crime his
father had taught him, and surrendered to the police.
Now he’s served his time and wants a fresh start on the
family ranch. But the past has its own prison walls…and
they could—no, should—keep him from his beautiful, kind
neighbor Mandy Allen… SAVED BY THE FIREFIGHTER
by Rachel Brimble He’s still the hottest firefighter in
town, but Izzy Cooper will never again let Trent Palmer
into her heart, or her bed. That doesn’t stop him from
trying to win her back, though, and show her that pain is
part of life and that love—their love—can make any
suffering bearable. MATINEES WITH MIRIAM by Vicki
Essex No one is taking away Miriam Bateman’s movie
theater! Especially not city slicker Shane Patel, who
wants to put up condos in its place. It might be run-down
and abandoned, but the cinema isn’t just home, it’s all
she has left of her beloved grandfather… Join
HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and
more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from
wherever you shop.
NEW YORK TIMES AND USA TODAY BESTSELLING
AUTHOR The fourth thriller in the “so powerful, so pulsepounding, so well-written” (Brad Thor, #1 New York
Times bestselling author) Terminal List series follows
former Navy SEAL James Reece as he is entrusted with
a top-secret CIA mission of retribution twenty years in
the making. It’s been twenty years since 9/11. Two
decades since the United States was attacked on home
soil and embarked on twenty years of war. The enemy
has been patient, learning, and adapting. And the enemy
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is ready to strike again. A new president offers hope to a
country weary of conflict. He’s a young, popular, selfmade visionary…but he’s also a man with a secret.
Halfway across the globe a regional superpower
struggles with sanctions imposed by the Great Satan and
her European allies, a country whose ancient religion
spawned a group of ruthless assassins. Faced with
internal dissent and extrajudicial targeted killings by the
United States and Israel, the Supreme Leader puts a
plan in motion to defeat the most powerful nation on
earth. Meanwhile, in a classified facility five stories
underground, a young PhD student has gained access to
a level of bioweapons known only to a select number of
officials. A second-generation agent, he has been
assigned a mission that will bring his adopted homeland
to its knees. With Jack Carr’s signature “absolutely
intense” (Chuck Norris) writing and “gripping
authenticity” (The Real Book Spy), The Devil’s Hand is
a riveting and timely thriller that will leave you gasping for
breath.
An updated edition of the blockbuster bestselling
leadership book that took America and the world by
storm, two U.S. Navy SEAL officers who led the most
highly decorated special operations unit of the Iraq War
demonstrate how to apply powerful leadership principles
from the battlefield to business and life. Sent to the most
violent battlefield in Iraq, Jocko Willink and Leif Babin’s
SEAL task unit faced a seemingly impossible mission:
help U.S. forces secure Ramadi, a city deemed “all but
lost.” In gripping firsthand accounts of heroism, tragic
loss, and hard-won victories in SEAL Team Three’s
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Task Unit Bruiser, they learned that leadership—at every
level—is the most important factor in whether a team
succeeds or fails. Willink and Babin returned home from
deployment and instituted SEAL leadership training that
helped forge the next generation of SEAL leaders. After
departing the SEAL Teams, they launched Echelon
Front, a company that teaches these same leadership
principles to businesses and organizations. From
promising startups to Fortune 500 companies, Babin and
Willink have helped scores of clients across a broad
range of industries build their own high-performance
teams and dominate their battlefields. Now, detailing the
mind-set and principles that enable SEAL units to
accomplish the most difficult missions in combat,
Extreme Ownership shows how to apply them to any
team, family or organization. Each chapter focuses on a
specific topic such as Cover and Move, Decentralized
Command, and Leading Up the Chain, explaining what
they are, why they are important, and how to implement
them in any leadership environment. A compelling
narrative with powerful instruction and direct application,
Extreme Ownership revolutionizes business
management and challenges leaders everywhere to fulfill
their ultimate purpose: lead and win.
Harlequin® Intrigue brings you three new edge-of-yourseat romances for one great price, available now! Enjoy
these suspenseful reads packed with edge-of-your-seat
intrigue and fearless romance. NAVY SEAL
NEWLYWED Covert Cowboys, Inc. by Elle James
Posing as wealthy newlyweds, navy SEAL "Rip" Cord
Schafer and Covert Cowboy operative Tracie Kosart
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work together to catch the traitors supplying American
guns to terrorists. But when Tracie's cover is blown, can
Rip save his "wife"—or will death do them part? THE
GUARDIAN The Ranger Brigade by Cindi Myers Veteran
Abby Stewart has no memory of rangers lieutenant
Michael Dance, the para-rescuer who saved her life in
Afghanistan. But when she stumbles over a body—and
into his investigation—in the Rocky Mountains, can he
save her from the dangerous smugglers stalking them
both? SECURITY BREACH Bayou Bonne Chance by
Mallory Kane Undercover Homeland Security agent
Tristan DuChaud faked his death to protect his pregnant
wife, Sandy, from terrorists. But when she catches him
sneaking into their home to retrieve evidence, Tristan is
forced to tell her the truth—or risk both their deaths
becoming reality...
Three edge-of-your-seat thrillers in the series starring
Secret Service Agent Scott Roarke, now in one volume!
Secret Service Agent Scott Roarke has the lives of the
American people in his hands every day, from the leader
of the free world on down. In these three novels, he
confronts ruthless enemies and twisted
conspiracies—and tries to stay one step ahead of
annihilation… Executive Actions: An assassin’s bullet
kills the wife of a presidential candidate—and puts a
foreign enemy’s plan in motion…“The best political
thriller I have read in a long, long time?right up there with
the very best of David Baldacci.”—Michael Palmer, New
York Times-bestselling author of Oath of Office
Executive Treason: Roarke confronts Russian spycraft,
murder in the White House, and a dangerous talk-radio
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host: “Completely mesmerizing.”—Dale Brown, New York
Times-bestselling author of Eagle Station Executive
Command: A spate of assassinations and a secessionist
movement threaten the stability of the United States:
“Electrifying…A political thriller of the highest order, cut
from the cloth of Allen Drury and Richard Condon.” ?Jon
Land, USA Today-bestselling author of The Tenth Circle
She needs a total life reboot…even if it means marrying a
stranger Taya Maverick has just volunteered to marry a
random Navy SEAL as part of the military’s new spousematching program. What other choice does she have?
Her former best friend killed her father and torched her
house. Taya’s determined to start over, but to be safe
she has to disappear. The program is the perfect
opportunity, complete with refuge and a built-in
bodyguard. Her Navy SEAL husband can keep her safe,
right? After one spectacularly disastrous marriage, Jim
Stephens nixes round two. But his commanding officer
never accepts no for an order. While an injury may have
sidelined him temporarily, Jim still needs to salvage his
career after a mistake in combat puts him in
leadership’s cross-hairs. Being the first in the pilot
program guarantees him his rank and eventual active
duty clearance…as long as he can last the trial year. The
I dos are barely uttered before Jim and Taya realize
they’ve each miscalculated. Their sizzling chemistry
might lead to bed, but neither is prepared to open their
heart. And then Taya’s past comes knocking...
Welcome to Duchess Island! Come on in. The water is
HOT! "Each book in this series is better than the last. I
want to live on Duchess Island..." 3-book boxed set
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includes: Claiming Her SEAL (Dex and Emma)
Revealing Her SEAL (Evan and Rachel) Redeeming Her
SEAL (Charlie and Audra)
This box set in the YES TO ENTREPRENEURS® series
contains three essential practical guides for any foreign
entrepreneur who wants to break into the American
market. Guide #1 - How to start your business in the
United States: Create your U.S. Company in Delaware or
elsewhere in the USA. Guide #2 - How to name your
business in the United States: Find and protect the name
of your company in the USA and abroad. Guide #3 - How
to open your bank account in the United States: Open
and manage your business or personal account in the
USA.
Both prequel novellas together in one set! Commanding
Her SEAL His team calls him the Saint. Lieutenant
Commander Charlie St. Croix is the guy in charge, the
grownup in the room, the one who always does the right
thing. Until now. He’s left his SEAL platoon behind for
two weeks of downtime in the Caribbean. What better
way to recharge than with Audra Reed, a hot redhead
who's a self-confessed adrenaline junkie? The Saint's
ready to raise some hell. But is he ready to leave his
heart behind? Rescuing Her SEAL “There was not one
single thing about him that said bring me home to meet
your mother.” A scavenger hunt around the Caribbean
partners Navy SEAL Theodore Fitzhugh with a shy
photographer seeking an adventure… except a gut feeling
tells him she needs an experience of a more passionate
nature—and Fitz is definitely the operator for that mission.
In accordance with Article 102 of the Charter and the
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relevant General Assembly Resolutions, every treaty and
international agreement registered or filed and recorded
with the Secretariat since 1946 is published in the United
Nations Treaty Series. At present, the collection includes
about 30,000 treaties reproduced in their authentic
languages, together with translations into English and
French, as necessary. The Treaty Series, where treaties
are published in the chronological order of registration,
also provides details about their subsequent history (i.e.,
participation in a treaty, reservations, amendments,
termination, etc.). Comprehensive Indices covering
50-volume-lots are published separately. A Standing
Order service is available for the Series and out-of-print
volumes are available on microfiche.
Harlequin Blaze brings you four new red-hot reads for
one great price, available now! This Harlequin Blaze
bundle includes Wicked Nights by NEW YORK TIMES
bestselling author Anne Marsh, Some Like It Hotter by
Isabel Sharpe, Close Up by NEW YORK TIMES
bestselling author Erin McCarthy and Triple Threat by
Regina Kyle. Look for four new sexy, steamy stories
every month from Harlequin Blaze!
Do you love stories with sexy, romantic heroes who have
it all—wealth, status, and incredibly good looks?
Harlequin® Desire brings you all this and more with
these three new full-length titles in one collection! A
PREGNANCY SCANDAL Love and Lipstick by Kat
Cantrell One broken rule. One night of passion.
Now…one accidental pregnancy! A marriage of
convenience is the only way to prevent a scandal for the
popular senator and his no-frills CFO lover—until their
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union becomes so much more… REDEEMING THE
BILLIONAIRE SEAL Billionaires and Babies by Lauren
Canan Navy SEAL Chance Masters is only back on the
family ranch until his next deployment, but can the allgrown-up girl next door struggling to raise her infant
niece convince him his rightful place is at home?
TRAPPED WITH THE MAVERICK MILLIONAIRE From
Mavericks to Married by Joss Wood Years ago, one kiss
from a hockey superstar rocked Rory's world. Now Mac
needs her—as his live-in physical therapist! Despite their
explosive chemistry, she keeps her hands off—until one
hot island night as a storm rages… Look for Harlequin®
Desire's June 2016 Box set 2 of 2, filled with even more
scandalous stories and powerful heroes!
Looking for heart-racing romance and breathless
suspense? Want stories filled with life-and-death
situations that cause sparks to fly between adventurous,
strong women and brave, powerful men? Harlequin®
Romantic Suspense brings you all that and more with
four new full-length titles in one collection! COLTON
FAMILY BODYGUARD The Coltons of Mustang Valley
by Jennifer Morey After Hazel Hart’s daughter witnesses
a murder, former navy SEAL Callum Colton saves them
from being run down by the murderer’s car. But now that
the three of them are on the run, Callum’s demons are
back to haunt him—and he’ll have to focus on the
present to stop a killer. COLTON FIRST RESPONDER
The Coltons of Mustang Valley by Linda O. Johnston
Savannah Oliver has been arrested for the murder of her
ex-husband, Zane, after their ugly divorce—but she
doesn’t believe he is dead. Grayson Colton believes
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her, and as Mustang Valley recovers from an
earthquake, the two of them have to clear Savannah’s
name. COWBOY’S VOW TO PROTECT Cowboys of
Holiday Ranch by Carla Cassidy Flint McCay had no
idea what he was getting into when he found Madison
Taylor hiding in the hay in his barn. But now they’re both
in danger and Flint must protect both Madison and his
own secrets in order for them to make it out alive…and in
love. HIS SOLDIER UNDER SIEGE The Riley Code by
Regan Black Someone is determined to break Major
Grace Ann Riley. After Derek Sayer, a friend with
benefits, helps her fight off the attacker, he’s determined
to help Grace Ann, no matter how independently she
tries to handle it. But as their relationship deepens, the
attacker is circling closer…
Can he overcome his pain and heartbreak in time to
save the woman he loves? Life had always come easy to
Navy SEAL, Asher Thorne, until an overwhelming loss
made him doubt his ability to protect the ones he loved.
Devastated, he has no choice but to push on and do his
duty. Eden York’s job as a translator took a dangerous
turn when she was asked to work on a highly confidential
project in Venezuela. She thought she knew the risks,
but with the fate of a nation at stake, they didn’t
matter—she had to help. Eden’s international team of
experts is targeted by terrorists, trapping her in an
unimaginable situation. When Asher’s team is sent in to
rescue them, he wants to believe that this time will be
different, this time he can protect someone worth saving,
even if he has to sacrifice his own life to do it.
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